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BOX WEIGHTBOX DIMENSIONS

EAN     0737787153246
UPC  737787153246 23 x 5 x 29 inches

59 x 14 x 76 cm

52 lbs

24 kgs

The Next Level Racing® Wheel Stand DD is the 
strongest and most rigid, adjustable, highest quality and 
feature packed wheel stand the market has ever seen. 
The DD raises the benchmark for wheel stands in terms 
of quality, design and functionality. Introducing laser cut 
and robot welded carbon steel in a stealth Matte Black 
finish, the Wheel Stand DD is the next level of wheel 
stands. The unique design allows portability without 
compromising strength by being able to lift and roll the 
wheel stand on its front wheels and then lock for serious 
racing. Customers that don’t require portability also have 
the option of having the stand on its adjustable feet 
without using the wheels provided.

Patent pending design setting a new benchmark for rigidity 
yet still allowing portability

Adjustable wheel height and angle

Adjustable pedal distance and angle

Gear shifter support can be added on right or left side of 
stand and height adjustable

Handbrake adaptor plate included for users and predrilled 
for Thrustmaster® TSS and Fanatec® Handbrakes.

Upgradable to full cockpit including motion (seat add on 
coming soon)

Compatible with all major wheel and pedals. Pre-drilled for 
Logitech®, Thrustmaster®, Fanatec®, Fanatec© Podium 
DD1 and DD2 wheels, and Simxperience® 
Accuforce wheels

Premium laser cut and robot welded carbon steel in 
Matte Black

Optional Accessories available:
• Next Level Racing® Seat Add On for 
Wheel Stand DD (coming soon)
• Next Level  Racing® Floor Mat
• Next Level Racing® Free Standing Single 
and Triple Monitor Stands
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